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S U M M A R Y

Gabriel Clemente Ramos is a skilled Full-Stack Software Engineer with extensive experience in developing robust web applications 
that enhance user wellness and business operations. Specializing in JavaScript technologies, Gabriel expertly utilizes Express.js, 
Node.js, and React.js to build and scale applications. His work at Beyondbmi and GABO highlights his proficiency in creating 
data-driven solutions for wellness platforms and small business product development. Gabriel's commitment to continuous 
learning is evidenced by certifications in React Native, SOLID principles, and cybersecurity, and by his education in full-stack web 
development from CEU Cardenal Herrera University and ongoing studies in Computer Science at the University of the People. 
Fluent in multiple languages and proficient in Clean Code practices and DevOps, Gabriel is passionate about leveraging 
technology to solve real-world problems, with a portfolio that demonstrates innovative, user-friendly solutions. 

E X P E R I E N C E

11/2022 - PresentFull Stack Engineer 
Beyondbmi 
As a Full-Stack Software Engineer with expertise in JavaScript, I spearheaded the development of an advanced online weight loss 
clinic platform, leveraging Angular and Bootstrap for intuitive front-end design and Express with TypeORM on the backend to 
ensure operational consistency and reliability. Employing TypeScript across the full development stack, I ensured high-quality 
code standards and system robustness. 

Key achievements include the implementation of HIPAA-compliant encryption protocols to protect patient data, showcasing my 
commitment to security and privacy. I broadened the platform's functionality by creating an Android app using React Native and 
Metro, significantly improving the mobile user experience. Furthermore, I was instrumental in deploying AWS Lambda functions 
and integrating AWS Cognito for enhanced authentication security. This role underscored my comprehensive skills in full-stack 
development, my ability to navigate complex regulatory environments, and my proficiency in cloud-based solution scalability. 

11/2022 - PresentSoftware Engineer 
GABO 
In my role as a Full-Stack Software Engineer, I've successfully collaborated on a wide range of projects, tailoring web solutions for 
e-commerce platforms, corporate sites, and small business online interfaces, with a proven track record of fostering long-term 
client relationships through repeat engagements. My expertise extends across developing highly visible and engaging websites, 
with a strong emphasis on Search Engine Optimization (SEO) to maximize online presence and user engagement. 

My technical proficiency encompasses building from scratch and enhancing existing sites using leading JavaScript frameworks, 
WordPress, and PHP, among other web development tools. This diverse project experience has honed a versatile skill set, enabling 
me to offer custom-tailored, SEO-optimized web solutions that meet specific client requirements and business goals, thereby 
reinforcing my capacity to tackle and excel in full-stack web development challenges. 

07/2022 - 07/2022User Interface Engineer 
talenTeal 
As a Full-Stack Software Engineer, I spearheaded the complete redesign of our company's landing page, with a strategic focus on 
optimizing User Experience (UX) and User Interface (UI). My goal was to enhance site intuitiveness and navigation, significantly 
improving accessibility and comprehension for a diverse user base. This project successfully elevated our online presence, 
resulting in a more engaging, user-friendly website that reflects our dedication to digital excellence and customer satisfaction. 
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02/2022 - 03/2022Technical Support Engineer 
Lujo Network 
In my capacity as a Full-Stack Software Engineer, I significantly bolstered our company's digital security framework, leading the 
deployment of advanced firewall solutions and the establishment of comprehensive backup systems to ensure data integrity and 
resilience. I spearheaded training sessions on best security practices, enhancing the team's capability to maintain a fortified 
digital infrastructure. 

My responsibilities further encompassed the management of database systems, overseeing their design, development, and 
secure data migration processes. Additionally, I was instrumental in the enhancement of our website, utilizing my extensive 
full-stack development skills to upgrade various website components, thereby strengthening our online visibility and functionality. 

E D U C A T I O N

04/2024 - PresentNetwork and Aplication Security 
University of People - Computer Science 

09/2022 - 09/2022DevOps 
Charles Sturt University - College Diploma 

04/2022 - 07/2022Program of Advanced Bootcamp Education, Full-Stack Web Development 
CEU Cardenal Herrera University - College Diploma 

11/2021 - 01/2022Full-Stack Web Development 
The App Brewery - Bootcamp 

07/2021 - 07/2021Cybersecurity Management 
Charles Sturt University - College Diploma 

C E R T I F I C A T E S

02/2024 - PresentAdvanced React for Enterprise: React for Senior Engineers 
Udemy 

01/2023 - PresentSaaS: Design Cloud Native Multitenant SaaS Applications 
Skill Up 

10/2022 - PresentReact - Mastering Test Driven Development 
Udemy 

09/2022 - PresentNode js with Test Driven Development 
Udemy 

08/2022 - PresentThe complete guide ot testing javaScript & Node applications 
Udemy 

08/2022 - PresentSOLID Principles of Object-Oriented Design and Architecture 
Udemy 

07/2022 - PresentFull Stack Web Development Bootcamp 
The Bridge 
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07/2022 - PresentFull Stack Web Development Bootcamp Competences 
The Bridge 

02/2022 - PresentReact: Design Patterns 
LinkedIn 

02/2022 - PresentNode.js Microservices 
LinkedIn 

10/2021 - PresentJavaScript Full-Stack Online Bootcamp 
Barcelon Code School 

07/2021 - PresentCybersecurity Fundamentals 
IBM 

S K I L L S

TypeScript Advanced

Node Advanced

Express Advanced

React Native Intermediate

React Intermediate

NoSQL Advanced

SQL Advanced

ORMs Intermediate

Angular Intermediate

Tauri Intermediate

Software Architecture Intermediate

L A N G U A G E S

English Native

Spanish Native

Catalan Native

Dutch Fluent

Portuguese Fluent

German Basic
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